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Mattress Team Takes Second

Congratulations to the Ursinus mattress stacking group who placed second in the competition at the Vet Stadium on College night, Friday, April 22. The Ursinus team's score of 64 persons on a mattress, although not equaling first place winner Lehigh University's score of 70, did win the team a $200 award for second place. The competition was held before the Phillies-Cardinals game.

Chemistry Delegates Tapped

The Chemistry department joined the growing number of Ursinus departments which allow student representatives to attend and participate in department faculty meetings. Representatives were elected under the auspices of the Beardwood Chemical Society at its April 13th meeting. Next year's representatives are Melanie Freed, Bithiah Wu and Mike Petersen (alternate). The officers of the Beardwood Chemical Society for next year are Joyce Niedringhaus, president; Mark Wiegand, vice-president and Greg Butler, secretary-treasurer.

Cub & Key Chooses Officers

The Cub and Key held its elections for the 1977-78 academic year. Tony Woodward was chosen as president and Bob Egidio as secretary-treasurer. The advisors to the organization are Dr. Roger Staiger and Dr. Eugene Miller.

Economics Club Elects Officers

On Monday, April 18th, the Economics Club held its third informative meeting of the Spring semester. The main business of the meeting dealt with the election of three officers for the 1977-78 academic year. They are: Barbara Lanoe, president; Chris Warren, vice-president; and Donna Casinelli, secretary-treasurer. Dr. Petrakis, club advisor, presided over the elections in the Bomberger Shiproom.

Library Announces New Hours

The Myrin Library will be open on Saturday nights on a trial basis beginning in May. The hours will be 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Pre-Legal Society Elections Held

The Haines-Barnard Pre-Legal Society held their elections Wednesday, April 13. Next year's officers will include: Stephanie Dent as president, Janet Mascia as vice-president, Pete Mott as treasurer, Liz Puzio as recording secretary and Diane Meeker as corresponding secretary.

SFARC Discusses Weekly

By CINDY SHLEMIRE

SAFRC (Student Affairs and Financial Relations Committee) held its April meeting on April 13, at 4:00 p.m. in the Union Conference Room. Attending were: Mr. W. Arthur Switzer, Mr. Nelson Williams, Dr. E. S. Pulsifer, Dr. Martha C. Takata, Dr. George G. Storey, Mr. Harry E. Broadbent III, Dr. Charles T. Sullivan, Dr. Blanche B. Schultz, Ms. Stephanie Dost, Mr. Keith C. Wright, Ms. Cynthia E. Shlemire, Ms. Barbara A. Wideman, Ms. Helena Gian­ notti, Mr. Andrew Schwarzus, Mr. Alan B. Stedler, Mr. Stephen H. Lange, Mr. Robert M. Simon, Mr. George M. Rarick, Ms. Anna M. Webezahl, Ms. Kimberly A. Mc­ Fadden, Mr. Erwin K. Wmmer and Mr. David A. Dent.

Simon initiated the first discussion subject, the Ursinus Weekly, raising several questions for comment; among them were: (1) what are the relations between the Weekly Board of Control and the editor, that is, what editorial freedom exists and what should exist; (2) how may the financial situation of the paper be improved to allow for a weekly paper; As a general­ ly ameliorative measure a measure which would not materially affect the magazine's printing, as he has found the present printer unsatisfactory, claiming that several of the errors had not been printed incorrectly. He com­ mented that the staff should select the present printer and that the new editor, explained that the present printer was a small business, dealing weekly in leaflet work rather than newspaper work. Stebler, the former editor, revealed that at some time the paper was printed by the Collegiate Independent; when they stopped printing, the services Mr. Stebler, the present printer, offered his services. Wmmer added that he was looking into other printers but had not as yet come upon a satisfactory alternative. Lange, speaking from ex­ perience on his high school newspaper, named a printer who specializes in school newspapers which, he said, however, makes such a service imprac­ tical.

Meal Popularity Surveyed

The results of a survey concern­ ing meal popularity and the most popular­ meal was roast turkey. Out of 50 meals sampled, there were 4 meals with a rating of 1 (dislike), 20 meals with a rating of 2 (dislike), 12 meals with a rating of 3 (no preference), 7 meals with a rating of 4 (like), and 7 meals with a rating of 5 (like). This means that only five meals out of fifty (roast beef, roast turkey, spaghetti alfredo, lasagna and maniotti) are liked by a majority of the students.

Based on this analysis, the committee made the following recommendations:

(1) Those meals with a rating of less than 2.5 should be eliminated from the menu. Those meals with a rating under 2.5 are: Beef goulash, beef rouladen, beef stew, liv­ er, salisbury steak, fish, baked chicken with blue­ zini, turkey mushroom pie, knock­ wurst, sausage, pork chops, and croque, salmon loaf, baked fillet of cod, breaded fillet of cod, and seafood noodling.

(2) Those meals with a rating between 2.5 and 2.9 should be served only once in a 30 day period and that no more than two such meals be served (Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

GRE Revised

PRINCETON, N.J.-College sen­ iors planning to take the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) in the next academic year will see changes in the test. A new section designed to measure analytical skills will be added to the traditional verbal and quantitative skills.

The change, the first since the current form of the GRE was introduced in the 1940's, is based on an extensive research effort init­ iated last year by the Gradu­ ate Record Examinations Board that showed that analytical skills can be distinguished from verbal and quantitative skills and are related to academic success.

Educational Testing Service (ETS), which administers the exam, explained that the additional measure will enable students to demonstrate a wider array of academic talents when they apply for admission to graduate schools.

Janet Simmons, GRE program director at ETS, said, "The new measure will test a student's skills in a number of areas. Students will be able to choose the best advisor who can recognize logical relationships, draw conclusions from a complex set of facts, and determine relationships between independent or interdependent categories."

She explained that, like the traditional measures of the GRE, the new measure will be used in the analytical sections of the verbal and quantitative sections, logical diagrams, and academic reasoning, each designed to test a different type of analytical ability." she said. "The new measure was developed to recognize the skills analytical skills are developed over a long period of time and are not necessarily improved to any significant degree by intensive practice in a brief period of time."
After Orientation—What Then?

For the past two weeks, there has been quite a stir on campus over the CCC and their plans for Freshmen Orientation. Some students are upset because of an elimination of thirty-five qualified people from the program, due to the decision to have one squad leader per eight freshmen. The CCC and the Administration seem to feel that this plan will "serve us better". Many of the students feel that this decision is a result of a lack of funds rather than any drastic need.

Admittedly, last year's orientation program was poorly run, resulting in some disillusionment on the part of the freshmen. But I doubt that last year's orientation deserves all of the blame that it has incurred for the excessive transfer rate. It is more likely that attitude is transferred after orientation by the continually poor quality of student life on campus. Unlike members of the Administration, I intend to be specific about what I mean by the phrase "the continually poor quality of student life.

If the atmosphere of Ursinus College could be described by one word, my candidate for that word would be "stifling." Ursinus is a chronic underachiever in fostering the social, political, intellectual, religious, and emotional growth of its freshmen. The student body, especially the U.C.C.-affiliated campus, comes from other non-U.C.C. sources.

Item: The Administration of this "Christian" college expresses its commitment to the religious growth of its students by providing the Chaplain with a budget that would be charitable described as nominal. Most of the money which elevates the honor of philosophy is allotted to the administration of the College. The breakdown is as follows: 15% is for the faculty, 60% is for the chapel, 10% is for the Student Union, 10% is for the college, and 3% is for the administration. Since the administration is so small, it is obvious that the real problem is not the administration, but each individual student who makes up the administration.

Item: A large percentage of students who came to Ursinus were active and concerned leaders of activities in their high schools. In the college, their activities are spurious and their influence is sapped. This is not a result of the college but of the students who, in their past years, have been almost entirely consumed by student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.

Item: The college does not consider a person of my age to have sufficient maturity to make moral decisions on his/her own. In the Administration, the set-up is as follows: the student is to be punished for doing student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.

Item: The only time the entire campus is socially active for one day in a row is during Freshmen Orientation. What a terrible Zelda-like people must feel at the end of orientation when "normal" Ursinus social life ensues.

If the Administration were really serious about altering the transfer rate of students, they might give serious thought to the following:

a. Meaningful and fundamental reform of the Ursinus Rules and Customs. I think it is disgraceful that a complete proposal made by the USGA two years ago has been totally ignored. The initiative sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years has received no comment whatsoever. Could the authors be that correct in their arguments that the Administration was not strong enough to take action?

b. Hire a full-time professional who would be the official expert on campus. Hiring the person would be a good idea, but this should be done in the same manner that the college has done so far. The person should have a total of five years experience in the field of student activities and in counseling.

c. A comprehensive curriculum review of the Ursinus Curriculum, and the student body. The student body is in need of counseling.

d. A curriculum review of the Ursinus curriculum and the student body. The student body is in need of counseling.

The college does not consider a person of my age to have sufficient maturity to make moral decisions on his/her own. In the Administration, the set-up is as follows: the student is to be punished for doing student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.

The college does not consider a person of my age to have sufficient maturity to make moral decisions on his/her own. In the Administration, the set-up is as follows: the student is to be punished for doing student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.
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The college does not consider a person of my age to have sufficient maturity to make moral decisions on his/her own. In the Administration, the set-up is as follows: the student is to be punished for doing student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.

The college does not consider a person of my age to have sufficient maturity to make moral decisions on his/her own. In the Administration, the set-up is as follows: the student is to be punished for doing student activities. (As one example, consider the number of freshmen who run for class office as opposed to the number who run for office in the Class of 1978.) And who can blame them? The initiatives sent to the Administration by the students in the past three years have been almost totally ignored.
Musical Gobs

By LINDA SELK

There are gobs of musicals these days, but one of the few places you can find musical gobs is in the Bapout at proTheatre. Currently presenting the spritely musical "Dames at Sea" which will be presented through Wednesday May 3 at 8:30 p.m. Thursday May 4, at 3:00 and 7:30 p.m. and Parents' Weekend Friday May 5, at 7:30 and 11:00 p.m. and Saturday May 6, at 8:00 and 9:00 p.m.

"Dames at Sea," written by George Haimsohn and Bob Miller, with music by Jim Wise, is under the direction of Joyce Anthony, assistant professor of Speech and English, who also portrays the Broadway star Mona Kent.

Assistant director Dan Caccia, president of proTheatre, is cast in the dual roles of Hymenay and the Captain in Wicked, assistant professor of Classical Music and composition.

Returning as a Packer for his third musical is Louis Schleffer, a junior English major.

Choreography is Carol Nistek. The chorus line includes: Ronnie Dixon, Louise Barnes, Dury Nanning, Alan Biedler, and Dee "Sno-Philleborn.""

Costumes are $2.50. Student admission is $1.50 except for the Saturday performances when all tickets are $2.50. Tickets will be sold after lunch and dinner in the lobby next to the Parents' Lounge.

Schrader's ARCO Station

160 Main St. Collegeville, Pa.

Official Inspection Station

Congratulations on your Graduation from Ursinus.

Welcome to Villanova!

After graduation and (after a well-earned summer off), if you plan to live and work in the Delaware Valley area, why not consider going to Villanova? There are several considerations that set us apart from other graduate schools. A strong tradition in graduate studies in every field—50% of our matriculation is female, and half of our assistantships and scholarships go to women. (2) A comprehensive program leading to the Master's Degree that includes 35 areas of learning. (3) Schedules that permit you to conveniently pursue your graduate work in the fall, winter, spring, and summer. (4) Highly-qualified faculty that is genuinely interested and concerned for the graduate student. (5) Full access to facilities and activities of our lovely suburban campus.

REGISTRATION FOR THE FALL 1977 SEMESTER

Sept. 5th and 7th, from 4:30 to 8:30 P.M.

CATEGORIES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 9

Come, continue your education with us.

The GRADUATE SCHOOL

Send me information on the fall 1977 graduate program.

Name:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Mail to: Dean of the Graduate School, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085.
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MOVIE ATTACK

Jonathan Zap

Airport '77

In response to the letter that poured in regarding the title of my last

"My God..." "I regret to tell you that it should have been "Maybe God..."

Naturally I assume full responsibility

(names available upon request) that miscarried my article.

Many people don't realize this, but for the last four years there has only been one movie. Sure, different names and see different genres, but they're still the same movie. Here it is.

The passengers wake up after being rendered unconscious by art thieves using a polonium gas. The plane has crashed, they find themselves buried under furniture, many are dead. The one survivor is a flight attendant. After the plane is filled with water, Jack Lemmon to engineer. "We may be able to float," Lemmon says. Another example, they discover that the hijackers are actually an alien race that's been on earth for a very long time, but now are being reawakened.

The latest in the series of spin-offs is Airport 77. A 747 is flying high over the Devil's Triangle. On board are a cargo of priceless art treasures, such as one piece, a page from a complete Bible, and another, and eventually a crop of a fury of power. It is an art piece of some name, but nonetheless, beautiful, and was conceived with his genius.

He then performed his own refreshing arrangement of "Maple Leaf Rag" and "The Entertainer" by Scott Joplin. This arrangement was from one he had arranged for two, leading soloists—Dick and Eagles who performed at Ursinus last year. In other words, Andy arranged the entire show and fill-in parts at the same time. As Andy stated, "we have three quarters parts." The audience really enjoyed this section. Later, Andy performed "No. 7, Opus 83" by Prokofiev, a very difficult and dramatic piece. It got a rave from the audience. He chose "Pochelindolino" by Villa Lobos for an encore, and received standing ovation for his efforts.

On behalf of all the students at Ursinus I would like to thank Dick, Haimsohn and Bob Miller for their supervision of the Young Artist Series. The series was very educational as well as beautiful and showed different types of genres in the musical theatre. We trekked from the hectic business of school work and were able to get away from the stress and hope that another series like this can be repeated next year. Again, thanks to Dick, Haimsohn and the Young Artists' Series a success.

1 HOUR DRY CLEANING

Collegville Shopping Center

SHIRT SERVICE

489-9302

WILL'S MOBIL SERVICE STATION

GENERAL REPAIRS TOWING

3rd & MAIN STREETS COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Phone: 489-9300

Page: 493-9308

The Guinea Pig

The Guinea Pig was selected because it was the last one in the series of three combined concerts the bands participated in this spring. The Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The program included contemporary and traditional works for handbell band. Dr. Clyde Shive from Drexel conducted Music for a Carnival, Cole Porter Selections, and Robert Schumann. James Scudder from Ursinus directed Folk Song Suite, "Jubilee," "American Christmas," "La Folia," "The Sailor's Hornpipe." They also performed "Let's Follow Our Own." The University had the entire university on their concert band for this week. Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The program included contemporary and traditional works for handbell band. Dr. Clyde Shive from Drexel conducted Music for a Carnival, Cole Porter Selections, and Robert Schumann. James Scudder from Ursinus directed Folk Song Suite, "Jubilee," "American Christmas," "La Folia," "The Sailor's Hornpipe." They also performed "Let's Follow Our Own." The University had the entire university on their concert band for this week. Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The Guinea Pig was selected because it was the last one in the series of three combined concerts the bands participated in this spring. The Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The program included contemporary and traditional works for handbell band. Dr. Clyde Shive from Drexel conducted Music for a Carnival, Cole Porter Selections, and Robert Schumann. James Scudder from Ursinus directed Folk Song Suite, "Jubilee," "American Christmas," "La Folia," "The Sailor's Hornpipe." They also performed "Let's Follow Our Own." The University had the entire university on their concert band for this week. Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The Guinea Pig was selected because it was the last one in the series of three combined concerts the bands participated in this spring. The Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.

The program included contemporary and traditional works for handbell band. Dr. Clyde Shive from Drexel conducted Music for a Carnival, Cole Porter Selections, and Robert Schumann. James Scudder from Ursinus directed Folk Song Suite, "Jubilee," "American Christmas," "La Folia," "The Sailor's Hornpipe." They also performed "Let's Follow Our Own." The University had the entire university on their concert band for this week. Drexel hosted the entire group on April 18, and on April 20 they performed at Ursinus.
Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

The UNC-Chapel Hill choral program has submitted for this issue a letter protesting the portrayal during this year's Spring Festival of Crucifixion. Because I was not an eyewitness to this event, I felt uneasy about金字塔izing it as an eyewitness even though I am in agreement with the substance of the concern expressed. The letter would like to take a different tack in this letter, since I feel that there is more to the story than the students on campus who don't understand why I or any other precipitating factor exists. It is my opinion that, by an ignorable portrayal of the crucifixion, the UNC-Chapel Hill choral program has eliminated any consensus of opinion that the reenactment of the Crucifixion was done with bad faith and that one seriously wants to argue that the historical Crucifixion was used for personal gain, but closer in meaning to a small child's "duh." And it is the Christian belief that Jesus, by accepting on himself the guilt of our offenses against God and by dying on the cross, has enabled us to be reconciled with God and to enter into this close relationship with him.

So the Crucifixion is not some sort of contradiction to the faith of Christ—Christ is the very focal point of Christian faith, for Christ's acceptance of our sins and our sins destroyed the power of sin and death over Christians, and enables us to offer sacrifice with God and with one another. For the forgiveness of sins by which the Crucifixion was put at Songfest was unacceptable. It is a sacrilege to make something insignificant or humorous, and I don't think that it is really appropriate.

Let me say before closing that I think that the program was deliberately intended to offend. One thinks that it is one of those situations that the subject matter is more important than the feelings of the participants or the people who are making the offensive pieces. It is not to understand any particular intention. I hope that my comments about the feelings of the participants will help to make the group realize that they have put something in their performance that is unacceptable. The performance of a mock crucifixion was offensive, for two reasons: First, it was offensive for two reasons: First, it was offensive because of the way the Crucifixion is done in a foreign context, and second, because of the way the crucifixion is done, and I don't think that it is really appropriate.

Very sincerely yours,
Robert Rimes
To the Editor:

In your recent reading about the dropping of the language requirement for the B.A. and B.S. programs, I must write to protest this decision. I understand that the language requirement is a requirement for the B.A. and B.S. programs, and I believe that it is a requirement that should be retained. The requirement is not for a specific purpose, and it is an important part of my education. I do not think that I could believe in such a distant subject without a specific purpose, and I understand that language is a crucial part of my education. It is not to understand any particular intention. I hope that my comments about the feelings of the participants will help to make the group realize that they have put something in their performance that is unacceptable. The performance of a mock crucifixion was offensive, for two reasons: First, it was offensive because of the way the Crucifixion is done in a foreign context, and second, because of the way the crucifixion is done, and I don't think that it is really appropriate.

Very sincerely yours,
Robert Rimes

The Christian concept of God is unique among world religions—it was Christ who taught us that we can have a relationship with God. It is the concept of the Christian family that we can address the Lord Jesus as a descendent of Jesus, though not with the family name. I am not sure that this is the case, but it is the way the family relates to God. A student of the Bible should be able to understand these words, and I believe that the Bible should be a guide for all of us.

The Dining Room committee accepted the sub-committee's report and, although it was not adoptable, the recommendations did suggest that Mr. Dempsey use the survey card to make an attempt to meet the students' requests for more variety in the menu. The recommendations could be made to the sub-committee immediately, and the committee would discuss the recommendations at the next meeting.

SPECK'S DRIVE-IN

Pepin, Hot Sandwiches

COLD DRINKS

MILK SHAKES

ritos with the students on campus. The administration and the Board of Trustees would be willing to sign an agreement in order to accomplish this, and they may not have to worry about upperclassmen with "negative views" frightening the freshmen during oration with their experiences of living at Urnas.

The concern I have about this decision is that the Board should be making decisions without being aware of the diversity of views held by faculty and students alike on campus issues.

It is important to consider either our list of criticisms or proposals to be all-encompassing of the problems with student life on campus. An accompanying editorial by Stephen Lenge outlines problems and possible solutions concerning decision-making. I feel that the administration of the college community would be concerned about the students and the Board of Trustees. It is the responsibility of the Board of Trustees to consider a letter to the Editor concerning what they perceive to be the problems with student life on campus. If the administration and the Board of Trustees would be willing to sign an agreement in order to accomplish this, and they may not have to worry about upperclassmen with "negative views" frightening the freshmen during oration with their experiences of living at Urnas.
SFARC Discusses Weekly (Continued from Page 1, Col. 6) tion of the budget, Steier noted that the same amount of money had been budgeted for his two years as president, but printing costs had risen. Sullivan, speaking as a member of the Student Activities Committee, said that no requests for more money had been made. A suggestion was made that perhaps funds be allocated for the purchase of cameras, and the show could be televised. Several students asked to do this they should be told more about the paper, its policies and production.

At the mention of the Student Activities Fund, Rankin brought up the possibility of the purchase of a newspaper which he found lacking in both quality and quantity. Sullivan suggested a presentation to some of the students concerning possible activities and their benefits to contribute financially.

Finally a motion was made expressing the need seen by SFARC for the weekly to have a more consistent source of funds which would provide for a weekly paper.

In the area of old business, a rules committee has been formed, according to Rankin, to establish a handbook of suggested changes. Lange asked whether they might consider forming a PHBAA grants; Mr. Switzer denied that they could, except for aid from the Salesmen's Union, which would not affect PHBAA grants.

Simon expressed the committee's desire to acquire a newspaper from Ursinus, and commended him for his excellent job as S.F.A.R.C. editor.

The next and last S.F.A.R.C. meeting will be held in May, as the news is published the daily bulletin for the date of the meeting.

FOOD SERVICE LIAISON (Continued from Page 1, Col. 3) primary duty is to better relations among the students and the management. His ability to effect change in the food service has been quickly realized. It was through his suggestion of student opinion cards in each cafeteria skin milk and peanut butter and jelly were made available to the students.

Sakell's objective is to create a more professional atmosphere at meals by improving the waiting room of serving dinner. We all hope that the addition of Sakell will contribute to a more harmonious relation between the students and the management.

GRE REVISITED (Continued from Page 1, Col. 5) followed the seven day period that the GRE Bulletin for Information will describe the new measures and will include a sample test and explanations of the answers. The test is free to all students registering for the GRE.

In addition, a Sample Aptitude Test containing the same number of questions as the actual GRE exam can be ordered at one dollar per copy. Both documents will be available on August 1.

Despite the new addition, the GRE will remain a three-hour test and will consist of three sections which will be scored separately and the time saved allocated to the GRE.

The GRE is taken each year by about 300,000 college students as part of the admissions process to graduate school. The exam is offered six times a year, while admission to 20 subjects are offered five times a year throughout the nation.

Dr. Reiner, who earned the bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees at Harvard University, is a professor of Romance languages. He joined the Ursinus faculty in 1971 and is described as associate professor.

Miss Barth joined the Ursinus faculty in 1968 as an assistant professor and in 1970 received the Lind­ back Award for Distinguished Teaching. Miss Barth received her bachelor's degree from Mount Holyoke College and her masters from Smith College.

Mr. Bremliller joined the faculty in 1963 and was promoted to assistant professor in 1970. He received a bachelor of science degree from the U. S. Merchant Marine Academy, a master of arts from the University of Delaware.

Mrs. Shwimer received her bachelor's degree from Ursinus in 1952 and received certification as a physical therapist from Thomas Jefferson University.

She joined the Ursinus faculty in 1969 and until 1972 was a part­ time instructor. With a rise in biology enrollment, she taught full­ time the past three years.

More On Food

By JOEL MEYER

Mr. Fisher, representing the Woods Coffee Shop (Old Deli and Dempey) met and fielded complaints and requests from students and faculty members.

Mr. Fisher said that the summer schedule has been finalized. Classes will meet two nights a week (Monday-­Wednesday or Tuesday-­Thursday) for 7 weeks. Classes will meet from June 6 to July 27. Offerings include courses from the departments of Business, Economics, English, Math, Psychology, and Philosophy, and Religion.

Ursinus day students need permission from their academic advisor to register and in some cases, for seniors, to the Registrar prior to May 26 registration date.

Brochure Hall:

The PAPERBACK SHACK (626 Baskin) - Trade or sell 355 MAIN STREET (RT. 422) COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 19426

Joyce & Russell Cramp

Collegeville Sunoco State Inspection Station

All Major Credit Cards Honored
Call 489-5586

COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY

For Those Tasty Treats

Birthday Cakes Delivered to Students Upon Request — $1.50
419-2251 L. E. Knoller, Prop.
Baseball Team Excites Fans

By ANDREW SCHWARTZ

This past Saturday the Senator's weather forecaster had called for rain all day. My prediction was that Ursinus would beat Easton, a doubleheader against Widener, and thus boost their chances for a league championship. The prediction was totally inaccurate, mine came within one of the truth, Easton won the first game 11-5 but bunted back and took the second game by a score of 5–3.

In the first inning of game number two, Westy Miller was going to have an easy route to a doubleheader sweep as they scored four unearned runs. But it was not to be. The Bears got one run back in their half of the inning on a run on a two-out hit by Kevin Skull. They then added two more tallies in the next inning and the doubleheader was put out and did not go into the third inning. Westy Miller, with his batting average sitting at .500, put the Bears on the scoreboard through two innings but did not get an adequate job in the doubleheader.

Meanwhile, Ray Dougherty had set a precedent for a big-time coaching core for a freshman in a high pressured situation. It was not really until the Bears scored their first run after the Bear's error he had committed in the first inning. Millers was lining in for injury relief and did not have an adequate job with the ball in the doubleheader.

Joe Miller hit a searing line drive really his fault when Widener added on another run in the second inning. The mile relay team and the Bears would have to risk faces which had to be main­inter sting was temper. The bout that generated the most Boxing action was open all around Holly pulled a meal again l Rowan's freshman with a loud ovation as they ended Mondar by Dickinson and lost to a very upset to all comers" as open in last week's conference match. There is much participation in a post-season event. The Bears may have won a T.K.O. But then came one of the most impressive performances of the year. Bergman's goal was not born by any stretch of the imagination. Widener has been defeated by the Ursinus fielders, the Bears would be undefeated in league play. Ursinus defeated Widener 13-3, 7-0 and 25-11 in the M.C. South championship. However, this season is far from over. The Bears may be invited to participate in a post-season tournament, winning the West on the road to be at seen at Ursinus.

The seventh position on the team has been a hard one to hold with Joe Laughlin, Jeff Buchannans, and John Kellogg pressuring each other for the spot.

Correction

In the last issue we printed an article by Andrew Schwartz a portion of which was omitted. The sen­ence should have read as following: "Caps fell off player's heads and drifted twenty feet away from them. Slade fell on his back and left up in sand in everyone's eyes, and at one point it got so bad the um­ines stopped the game."

Women's Tennis

The varsity women's tennis team opened its season with a line-up composed of a majority of return­ers. The women were 1-1 in their first match against Swarthmore, a successful effort was made by the singles players. Senior Captain Linda Dunn rejoined the team spirit. Linda Dunn, with a strong backhand, overcompensates for the lack of a first game. "With her speed, her volley and desire to improve, Linda Dunn will be handling the opponents," said Coach Ben O'Dowd.

The JV team started out in mixed doubles fashion, winning easy victories over Swarthmore (14-2), Temple (12-4), U. of P. (12-3), and Madison (12-4), but they were defeated by Swarthmore 7–1 and Widener 3-0, and haven't been doing well since. Last week, they lost to Swarthmore 14-2 and Widener 9-3. However, the outlook for the second team is mixed, with more experience playing together as a team, the JV is bound to improve. The top players of the team are: Senior Kathy Shillala; Juniors Barb Bryer, Chris Middendorf, and Nancy Wardell; Sophomores Barb Buckson, Carrie Campbell, Anne Andreasen (no relation), Edna Laughman, Lisa Marx, Maryn Matson, Ginger Roseneal, and Linda Voyger; and Freshmen Jill Crosson, Pam Kelly, Sue Kelly, Janet Miller, Trish Nasb, Paula Lustig, Sharrlan, and Michelle Speck.

Tennis Times

The men's tennis team has posted a 3-4 record so far this season which is considered a slight improvement over last year. Losses have been incurred against two nationally ranked teams, Princeton and Swarthmore, and also Elisabeth­town and Drew. Wins this season have been made over Franklin & Marshall, 9-0, and Wilkes (9-0), and La Salle (7-2). The team's win over La Salle showed the team's determination to improve. "We have run­ned last to La Salle last year 8-3," said Coach Jerry Cooper. "This year's lineup starts with #1 Bill Dulson, returning to this position, and Senior Brian Keller, a third year stable component. #3 is Bill Bingham who has a fine record for his first year. To date, Bing has gone three sets in six out of seven matches. He cre­dited with a series of points against his opponents, practice and his own special fit­ness. The other singles is a year in last year's MVP, Tim #6 and #5, the Dynamic Doubles Duo (6-4), and a consistent performer. Jan Galen #4 and Ben Shaker­en and Ken West respectively. Ben so far this year has a 4-2 record. Ben is one of the best in the com­petition, so it is devoted to his studies that he missed the Swarthmore game this weekend. Ben's play has been described as so devastating that one opponent actually forfeited match to Ben rather than suffer the humiliation against so fine a player.

Coach Larry Karas attributes this year's better performance to hard work, dedication, and winning more points than one's oppo­nent. Karas is aiming for a 500 record and leading the way next year. For the remainder of the season the team has one home match remaining. Last home match (bound to be a shoe-in) is on Wednesday, April 17th versus Widener.

MOVIE ATTACK

Cont'd From Page 3, Col. 5, Col. 5
Here (without comment) is the promo for this movie: "Airport 77, another nail-biter, more exciting than Airport 75." What is really provoking about this movie is the fact that we did not discover that the U.S. Navy, at tax­payer expense, volunteered to fake a plane crash "just for the sake of more realistic footage." What has no affect against bad movies but I don't think they should be subsidized by the military.

All I can say is I hope someone with some sense do to between wars, and Jack Lemmon be­tween murders.

By NANCY WARDELL

Lacrosse Undefeated

Lacrosse season began the week of April 10 for the two Ursinus teams, coached by Marge Watson and Philippe Gault. Marge Watson is an assistant lacrosse manager to Allen Hardy. The varsity started off with five straight wins, winning over Widener but over as Todd could not manage to prevent the Widener bats from ex­ceeding their capabilities. Ursinus papers won 19-4, U. of P. 14-3, Madison 14-2, and U. of Maryland 7-4. Then, the second team dominated the rival West Chester 9-7, in the first of two encounters in an excellently played season. Widener now stands 8-1. The team is improving with every game, and the second team is far behind their previous Ursinus team in front of its opponents. Team members include: Senior Captain Bob Turner (co-captains), Sandy Gab­bell, Ann Hoffenriher, and Mary McMenamin; Juniors Betty Murray, Margie Rose, Cani Russell, Sally Starr, and Nancy Zurr; Sophomores Eileen and Laura Pauly; and Freshman Sue Howe.

Lacrosse Team Excites Fans

By NANCY WARDELL
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